CS 7650: Natural Language Processing

Wei Xu
(many slides from Greg Durrett)

https://blog.emojipedia.org/mask-wearing-emoji-now-smiles/

Administrivia
‣ Course website:
h ps://cocoxu.github.io/CS7650_fall2022/
‣ TAs O ce Hours (TBA), Wei Xu (Monday a er class)
‣ Piazza:
‣ link on the course website (please sign up!)
‣ for all class announcements, homework
discussion, and for contac ng teaching sta
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‣ Gradescope:
‣ for homework submission and grading

NLP X Research Lab
We design machine learning algorithms to help computer to understand and generate human languages.
X = Machine Learning, Social Media, Education, Accessibility, HCI, Health Care, Privacy …

Natural Language Processing
- Controllable Text Generation
- Human-centered Evaluation
- Multilingual NLP
- Stylistics
- Social Media Analysis

Wei Xu
Assistant Professor

School of Interactive Computing
@cocoweixu
wei.xu@cc.gatech.edu
https://cocoxu.github.io/

Machine Learning
- Sequence-to-sequence models
- Controllability of neural networks
- Zero-shot/few-shot learning
- Robustness
- Interactive AI system

NLP X Research Lab
We design machine learning algorithms to help computer to understand and generate human languages.
X = Machine Learning, Social Media, Education, Accessibility, HCI, Health Care, Privacy …
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Controllable Text Generation

We focus on improving the controllability of neural network models to adapt to user’s personalized preferences.

Input sentece:

Generated Output:

Since 2010, project researchers have uncovered documents
in Portugal that have revealed who owned the ship

seq2seq models

Scientists have found documents in Portugal.

(RNN, Transformer)

They have also found out who owned the ship.

E.g., automatic text simpli cation to improve textual accessibility to help children, immigrants, people with reading disabilities, etc.
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NLP X Wei
Research
Lab
@GTca (assistant
professor
- Wei
Xu)
Mounica Maddela, Fernando Alva-Manchego,
Xu. “Controllable
Text Simpli
on with Explicit Paraphrasing”
(new work;
arXiv 2020/10)

Evaluation of Machine Learning Models

We design benchmark datasets and evaluation metrics for training and testing machine learning models for various NLP tasks.

The SARI metric we designed
has been added to TensorFlow
by Google AI group

NLP X Research Lab @GT (assistant professor - Wei Xu)

Zero-shot Cross-lingual Transfer Learning

Information extraction models, trained on annotated English data, directly apply to non-English texts to extract entities and events.

Language-Independent Contextualized Representations
English

English
…

…

…

Arabic

Chinese

Chinese
…

…

…

Arabic

Type - Data Breach

English Language Training Data

IE System
Foreign Language Document
اﺧﺘﺮاق ﺳﻮﻧﻲ ﺑﯿﻜﺘﺸﺮز اﻧﺘﺮﺗﯿﻨﻤﻨﺖ ھﻮ ھﺠﻮم
 ﻣﻦ ﻗﺒﻞ ﺣﺮاس2014  ﻧﻮﻓﻤﺒﺮ ﻋﺎم24 ﺳﯿﺒﺮاﻧﯿﺔ ﺣﺼﻞ ﻓﻲ
.اﻟﺴﻼم ﺿﺪ ﺷﺮﻛﺔ ﺳﻮﻧﻲ ﺑﯿﻜﺘﺸﺮز اﻧﺘﺮﺗﯿﻨﻤﻨﺖ

• Victim: Sony
• Attacker: Guardians of Peace
• Date: November 2014
• Severity: Critical

Semantic Information

NLP X Research Lab @GT (assistant professor - Wei Xu)

Robust NLP for Social Media Data

# pawpawty

# paw pawty

Microsoft’s WordBreaker
(Wang et al., 2011)

HashtagMaster
(Our Work)

# pawpawty
(Çelebi & Özgür, 2017)

# pawpaw ty
GATE’s hashtag tokenizer
(Maynard & Greenword, 2014)

Live demo: http://nlprx.cc.gatech.edu:9015/

collaboration with

NLP X Research Lab @GT (assistant professor - Wei Xu)

Course Goals
‣ Cover fundamental machine learning techniques used in NLP
‣ Understand how to look at language data and approach linguis c phenomena
‣ Cover modern NLP problems encountered in the literature: what are the ac ve
research topics in 2022?
‣ Make you a “producer” rather than a “consumer” of NLP tools
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‣ The four programming assignments should teach you what you need to
know to understand nearly any system in the literature

Free Textbooks!
‣ Two really awesome textbooks available
‣ There will be assigned readings from both
‣ Both freely available online

Course Requirements
‣ Probability (e.g. condi onal probabili es, condi onal independence, Bayes Rule)
‣ Linear Algebra (e.g., mul plying vectors and matrices, matrix inversion)
‣ Mul variable Calculus (e.g., calcula ng gradients of func ons with several variables)
‣ Programming / Python experience (medium-to-large scale project, debug
when there are no without error messages)
‣ Prior exposure to machine learning will be very helpful
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There will be a lot of math and programming!

Background Prepara on
‣ Problem Set 0 (math background) is released, due Thursday Aug 25.
‣ Project 0 (programming - logis c regression) is also released, due Friday Sep 2.
‣ Recommend taking CS 4641/7641 and (Math 2550 or Math 2551 or Math 2561 or
Math 2401 or Math 24X1 or 2X51) before this class.
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Homework release, slides, readings, and course policies are on the course website
h ps://cocoxu.github.io/CS7650_fall2022/

Wait List
‣ If you plan to take the class, please complete and submit Problem Set 0 by
Thursday Aug 25.
‣ If you get o the wait list, you will be automa cally added to Gradescope a er
about a day. If not, post a message on Piazza to get the access to Gradescope.
‣ If you cannot access Gradescope by the due date, please email your submission
to the instructor.
‣ Q: The class is full, can I s ll get in?
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Depending on how many students will drop the class. The course registra on system and o ce
controls the process and priority order.

Coursework Plan
‣ Four programming projects (35%)
‣ Implementa on-oriented
‣ 1.5~2 weeks per assignment
‣ fairly substan al implementa on e ort except P0
‣ Three wri en assignments (20%) + midterm exam (15%)
‣ Mostly math and theore cal problems related to ML / NLP
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‣ Final project (30%)

Programming Projects
‣ Four Programming Assignments (35% grade)
‣ P0. Logis c regression
‣ P1. Text classi ca on
‣ P2. Sequen al tagging (BiLSTM-CNN-CRF)
‣ P3. Neural chatbot (Seq2Seq with a en on)
These projects require understanding of the concepts, ability to write performant
code, and ability to think about how to debug complex systems.
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They are challenging, so start early!

Programming Projects
‣ Modern NLP methods require non-trivial computa on
‣ Training/debugging neural networks can take a long me (start early!)
‣ Most programming will be done with PyTorch library (can be tricky to debug)
‣ You will want to use a GPU (Google Colab; pro account for $10/month)
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‣ The programming projects are designed with Google Colab in mind

Final Project
‣ Final project (30% grade)
‣ 2-3 students per team; solo project (1 student) is possible with permission.
‣ 2-page project proposal (5%, due ~Week 6)
‣ 4-page midway report (10%)
‣ 8-page nal report (10%)
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‣ two presenta ons (5%): one midway and one nal

Final Project
‣ Grading rubrics
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‣ Clarity (1-5): For the reasonably well-prepared reader, is it clear what was done and why? Is the
report well-wri en and well structured?
‣ Originality / Innova veness (1-5): How original is the approach? Does this project break new ground
in topic, methodology, or content? How exci ng and innova ve is the work that it describes?
‣ Soundness / Correctness (1-5): First, is the technical approach sound and well-chosen? Second, can
one trust the claims of the report – are they supported by proper experiments, proofs, or other
argumenta on?
‣ Meaningful Comparison (1-5): Does the author make clear where the problems and methods sit with
respect to exis ng literature? Are any experimental results meaningfully compared with the best
prior approaches?
‣ Substance (1-5): Does this project have enough substance, or would it bene t from more ideas or
results? Note that this ques on mainly concerns the amount of work; its quality is evaluated in other
categories.
‣ Overall (1-5)

Late Policy
‣ Late Policy
‣ 5 exible days to use over the dura on of the semester for homework
assignment only. These exible days should be reserved for emergency situa on.
Homework submi ed late a er all exible days used up will receive penalty
(20% deduc on per day), i.e. no credit a er 5 days.

‣ No make-up exam. No late submission for nal project report.
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‣ Unless under veri ed emergency situa on

Outline of the Course

{
{
{

ML and structured
predic on for NLP
Neural Networks
seman cs

Applica ons:
MT, IE,
summariza on,
dialogue, etc.

tenta ve plan
(subject to change)
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* Link to this Google spreadsheet - h

ps://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1OnB2sBq5kqIlrxscQ_l6tzIRD29XCASKz7WMZlbhV7E/edit?usp=sharing

FAQ
‣ Q: I am taking CS 4641/7641 ML class this same semester, would that be
su cient?
A: No. You need to take 4641/7641 (or equivalent) before taking this class.

‣ Q: Audi ng?
A: No audi ng for this class. Everyone has to complete all homework, midterm, course
project.
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Piazza — h ps://piazza.com/class/l6vgipz0vsm1kk

What’s the goal of NLP?
‣ Be able to solve problems that require deep understanding of text
‣ Example: dialogue systems
recognize marketCap
is the target value

do computa on
Siri, what’s the most
valuable American
company?
Apple

resolve
references

Who is its CEO?

ti

Tim Cook

recognize
predicate

Automa c Summariza on
compress
text

provide missing
context

One of New America’s
writers posted a statement
cri cal of Google. Eric
Schmidt, Google’s CEO,
was displeased.

…
…

The writer and his team
were dismissed.
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paraphrase to
provide clarity

Machine Transla on

People’s Daily, August 30, 2017

ti

Trump Pope family watch a hundred years a year in the White House balcony

Machine Transla on

People’s Daily, August 30, 2017
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Trump and his family watched a 100-year total solar eclipse on the balcony of
the White House

Textual Entailment

SNLI (Bowman et al., 2015)

‣ Text is connected to intelligence and knowledge in a fundamental way!
‣ Goal of NLP (solving problems with text) requires analyzing and understanding text

NLP Analysis Pipeline
Text

Text Analysis
Syntac c parses

Annota ons

Summarize

Coreference resolu on

Extract informa on

En ty disambigua on

Answer ques ons

Discourse analysis

Iden fy sen ment
Translate

‣ NLP is about building these pieces!
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‣ All of these components are modeled with sta s cal
approaches trained with machine learning
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Applica ons

Text

Labels
the movie was good

+

Beyoncé had one of the best videos of all me subjec ve
Sequences/tags
PERSON
MOVIE
Tom Cruise stars in the new Mission Impossible lm
Trees
NP

S

VP

NP

PP

λx. ight(x) ∧ dest(x)=Miami

ights to Miami
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VBZ NN
I eat cake with icing
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How do we represent language?

How do we use these representa ons?
Text

Text Analysis
Labels
Sequences
Trees
…

Applica ons
Extract syntac c features
Tree-structured neural networks

end-to-end models

Tree transducers (for machine
transla on)
…

‣ Main ques on: What representa ons do we need for language? What do
we want to know about it?
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‣ Boils down to: what ambigui es and composi onality do we need to resolve?

Why is language hard?

(and how can we handle that?)

Language is Ambiguous!
‣ Hector Levesque (2011): “Winograd schema challenge” (named a er Terry
Winograd, the creator of SHRDLU 1968-1972)
they advocated
The city council refused the demonstrators a permit because they ______ violence
they feared
‣ This is so complicated that it’s an AI challenge problem!
‣ Referen al/seman c ambiguity
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QAJz4YKUwqw

Language is Ambiguous!
‣ Ambiguous News Headlines:
‣ Teacher Strikes Idle Kids
‣ Hospitals Sued by 7 Foot Doctors
‣ Ban on Nude Dancing on Governor’s Desk
‣ Iraqi Head Seeks Arms
‣ Stolen Pain ng Found by Tree
‣ Kids Make Nutri ous Snacks
‣ Local HS Dropouts Cut in Half
‣ Syntac c/seman c ambiguity: parsing needed to resolve these, but need context
to gure out which parse is correct
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slide credit: Dan Klein

Language is Really Ambiguous!
‣ There aren’t just one or two possibili es which are resolved pragma cally
It is really nice out
It’s really nice
The weather is beau ful
It is really beau ful outside
He makes truly beau ful
He makes truly boyfriend
It fact actually handsome

il fait vraiment beau
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‣ Combinatorially many possibili es, many you won’t even register as ambigui es,
but systems s ll have to resolve them

What do we need to understand language?
‣ Lots of data!

slide credit: Dan Klein

What do we need to understand language?
‣ World knowledge: have access to informa on beyond the training data
DOJ greenlights Disney - Fox merger
Department of Jus ce
metaphor;
“approves”
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‣ What is a green light? How do we understand what
“green ligh ng” does?

What do we need to understand language?
‣ Grounding: learn what fundamental concepts actually mean in a data-driven way

Golland et al. (2010)

McMahan and Stone (2015)

What techniques do we use?

ti

(to combine data, knowledge, linguis cs, etc.)

A brief history of (modern) NLP
“AI winter”
rule-based,
expert systems

Penn
treebank
S
NP VP

earliest stat MT
work at IBM

Collins vs.
Charniak
parsers
Ratnaparkhi
tagger
NNP VBZ

1990
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1980

2000

Unsup: topic
models,
grammar induc on

Pretraining

Sup: SVMs, Semi-sup, Neural
CRFs, NER, structured
Sen ment predic on

2010

2018

Where are we?
‣ NLP consists of: analyzing and building representa ons for text, solving problems
involving text
‣ These problems are hard because language is ambiguous, requires drawing on
data, knowledge, and linguis cs to solve
‣ Knowing which techniques use requires understanding dataset size, problem
complexity, and a lot of tricks!
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‣ NLP encompasses all of these things

NLP vs. Computa onal Linguis cs
‣ NLP: build systems that deal with language data
‣ CL: use computa onal tools to study language
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Hamilton et al. (2016)

NLP vs. Computa onal Linguis cs
‣ Computa onal tools for other purposes: poli cal science, literary theory …
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Demszky et al. (2019)

NLP vs. Computa onal Linguis cs
‣ Computa onal tools for other purposes: poli cal science, literary theory …
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Vogler, Allen, Miller, Berg-Kirkpatrick (2022)

Ques ons?
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Piazza — h ps://piazza.com/class/l6vgipz0vsm1kk

